Apparatus and Procedure

95
The pre-test and post-test, consisted of 30 penalty kicks executed by three different 96 players. All participants faced kicks from the same three players in the pre-test and post-test. 97 The penalty takers approached the ball from a distance of 4m and followed a script that 
Results
139
For the TP group, the number of dives to the correct side of the goal was statistically non-deception trials. In contrast, there was no difference from chance for the OP group for both 169 kick conditions. Moreover, results revealed that the TP group made significantly more saves 170 than OP during non-deception trials following training (Figure 1 ). There were no differences in 171 the number of saves between the two groups for deception trials (Figure 2 ).
172
For non-deception, the TP group performed above chance levels following training and 173 showed a significant improvement for number of kicks saved in comparison with the OP group.
174
Thus, comparable to previous video-training research, the intervention used in the present study 175 indicates the potential benefit of using variable practice conditions for enhancing anticipation 
